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Abstract 
The non-reciprocity of magneto-optical reflection response by surface plasmon excitation in the planar Au/Fe/Au/glass nano-
systems with prism coupling is studied. In order to simulate diffraction response to external magnetic field theoretical matrix 
model based on rigorous coupled waves algorithm is applied that allows to simulate both the influence of metallic layer 
thicknesses and external magnetic field. The two new response factors related to response function are introduced and tested from 
the point of view of their applicability. Obtained theoretical results are compared with experiment realized using the measuring 
device Multiskop (Optrel GbR, Germany).  
© 2014 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd. 
Selection and peer-review under responsibility of the VŠB - Technical University of Ostrava, Faculty of Metallurgy and 
Materials Engineering. 
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1. Introduction 
The main attention in magneto-plasmonic research is focused to the enhancement of magneto-optical (MO) 
response regarding a chose of appropriate magneto-optically active material and/or architecture of designed system. 
Magneto-optical effect induced in various plasmonic nanostructures has been in recent time studied among other for 
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sandwiched noble metal/ferromagnetic/noble metal optical system – see e.g. Armelles et al. (2009) or Ferreiro-Villa 
et al. (2009). The non-reciprocity of MO reflection response by surface plasmon excitation in a planar 
glass/Fe/Au/air system has been analyzed with aim to find the optimal thicknesses of metallic layers with regard to 
the reflectance sensitivity to an external magnetic field by Vlček et al. (2013).  
In presented article we are concerned with MO response from three-layer planar system Au/Fe/Au that exhibit 
surface plasmon (SP) excitation by prism coupling in Kretschmann ordering (Fig. 1a). The effect in view is studied 
at fixed wavelength 632.8 nm in transversal MO configuration (Fig 1b) by varying angle of incidence by the use of 
introduced response function. 
                 
Fig. 1. (a) Sample scheme; (b) transversal MO configuration. 
Besides optical functions of metallic materials the layer thicknesses and value of magnetic field exercise decisive 
influence to the MO-SPR response. In this paper, the last two factors are discussed by means of model simulations. 
The article is organized as follows: in the next section we deal with chose of appropriate response factor, for which 
the desired properties can be efficiently analyzed; sensitivity of selected factors is numerically tested in the Section 
3, in the fourth part the result of realized experiment is described including the comparison with model 
computations; some concluding remarks are summarized in the Section 5. 
 
   
Fig. 2. (a) Reflectance minima shift; (b) response function by several combination of metallic layer thicknesses. 
Presented numerical results were obtained using matrix form of rigorous coupled waves algorithm implemented in 
own Matlab code with the angular step Δφ = 0.01°. Optical functions of isotropic materials were established at the 
wavelength 632.8 nm as follows. ng = 1.5146 (BK7 glass plate), nAu = 0.1911-3.3577i by Johnson and Christie 
(1972). For the iron nano-layer, the values of refractive index nFe = 3.53-3.66i and Voigt magneto-optical parameter 
Q = 0.0341+0.0054i were extrapolated from the results referred by Buchmeier et al. (2008) with the use of tabled 
data in Višňovský et al. (1996).  
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2. Theory 
2.1. Response function 
The breaking reciprocity of reflection response due to polarity change of external magnetic field leads to a shift 
of the minima of p-polarized optical beam reflectance Rp caused by plasmon excitation (Fig. 2a). This effect can be 
studied with the help of response function 
( ) p p
p p
R R
R R
+ −
+ −
−
ρ φ =
+
 ,      (1) 
 
where φ is the incidence angle; and, the upper sign denotes the orientation of external magnetic field. The typical 
graph of the function (1) is demonstrated in the Fig. 2b for several variants of metallic layers thicknesses given 
there. It is well-known (see Armelles et al., 2009) that the function ρ(φ) extremes are located around the angular 
position of the SP resonance angle for modulating plasmon excitation condition by external magnetic field.  
2.2. Response factors 
There are various ways to characterize MO-SPR response expressed by the function ρ(φ) by given sample geometry 
– see Fig. 3a. As the most representative we can take the absolute magnitude in extremes, 
 
max minF = ρ + ρ       (2) 
 
that is sufficiently telling even by small thickness change of some layer. Also, the angular shift between these 
extremes, δφ = φ(ρmax) - φ(ρmin), could become an appropriate response factor (is not demonstrated in the Figure). 
Unfortunately, we can observe the same disadvantage in these both cases: the minima and/or maxima are hardly 
specified in measured data (see Fig 7b); moreover, the resulting response close to extremes strongly depend on the 
applied angular step.  
 
   
Fig. 3. (a) Definition of response factors; (b) contour image of the factor F distribution (Fe layer thickness 5 nm). 
These difficulties are minimalized, when we turn our attention to the linear part of the ρ(φ) graph, where we can 
investigate direction angle α of the inflexion tangent. Thus, the factor  
 
tanK α=       (3) 
 
appears as perspective quantity that should be preferred in practical problems. Nevertheless, in the following 
analysis we discuss both the factors F and K. 
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2.3. Influence of layer thickness 
As it was formerly stated, an external magnetic field causes “blurring” of plasmonic resonance that is observed as 
a shift of reflectance curves (Fig. 2a). Since this effect is most expressive close to SPR minima, the factor F maxima 
are found at the same lines in the coordinates t1 and t3 by fixed iron layer. The Fig. 3b shows contour image of 
numerical model for t2 = tFe = 5 nm, when the gold thicknesses varies with the 0.05 nm step in the given range (t1 is 
related to the gold film deposed on the glass plate – see Fig. 1a). The more detailed view on this result is presented 
as the surface profile in the Fig. 4a. 
 
   
Fig. 4. (a) Surface profile of the factor F by fixed iron layer thickness; (b) lines of the factor F maxima by fixed iron layer thickness. 
Similar results can be obtained by arbitrary chose of Fe layer thickness. In the Fig. 4b, the max(F) lines are 
demonstrated on the t1 × t3 = <2,18>×<5,15> nm grid for 5, 6 and 7 nm thickness of iron layer. The violet line 
represents an extension of the profile from neighboring figure. We can see that MO-SPR response is highly sensitive 
to the thickness change of arbitrary layer. The dependence on iron layer is evident, unfortunately, the increase of its 
thickness leads to very thin gold films (see the blue line ) that brings possible complication by sample preparation. 
The outer gold film has not only protecting character, but it may be a tool for the response tuning because of 
relatively weak dependence of resulting effect on the thickness t3 - see Fig 4b. 
3. Sensitivity to magnetic field 
In the other group of numerical experiments we tested relationship of MO-SPR response to external magnetic 
field. Its linear decrease was simulated by means of the Voigt parameter Q fraction as QM/Ms, where M/Ms is the 
ratio of actual magnetization to saturated ones. Several typical results are demonstrated in the Figs. 5ab for three 
compositions of Au/Fe/Au sandwich, in particular 17/5/7 nm, 10/6/10 nm and 8/6/10 nm.  
      
 Fig. 5. Modeled dependence of the MO-SPR response on external magnetic field; (a) the factor F; (b) the factor K. 
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These thickness variants are illustrated by coloured circles in the Fig. 4b, where their location towards Fmax-lines 
relates to expected effect. Note that the case of 7 nm Fe thickness is not presented by the reason discussed in the 
subsection 2.3. It is evident that the both factors F, K increase uniformly with external magnetization, however, the 
strong MO-SPR effect brings non-linear response. As the factor F moves from 0 to 2, the Fig. 5a does not show this 
property in full feature. Together, higher values of the factor K mean the direction angle of the tangent near to π/2, 
therefore, poor distinguishing of single cases. 
4. Experiment 
In order to preserve linearity of response we chose the sample variant 17/5/7 nm in agreement with above 
presented conclusions. The measuring device Multiskop (Optrel GbR, Germany) used in our experiments was 
originally constructed for SPR measurements. In particular, the intensity of reflected light is detected in dependence 
to the incidence angle at the wavelength 632.8 nm. We completed this equipment by a digitally controlled electro-
magnet with the source up to 30 A, which enables production of a predefined magnetic field of the induction up to 
300 mT. Therefore, the tested samples (in transversal MO configuration) have been limited by the 10 mm width. 
(Fig. 6). The Kretrschmann ordering of the basic SPR system with SiO2 prism (vertex angle 90 deg) was applied 
(Fig. 1a), where the immersion liquid was of the same refraction index as the coupling prism.  
Table 1. A comparison of numerical and experimental results – the sample 17/5/7 nm. 
       
 
            Fig. 6. Mutiskop Optrel. 
 
A disadvantage of described device consist in the fact, that it produces the absolute reflectance data on the scale 
given by predefined set-up, therefore, the location of single graphs in vertical direction is not sufficiently 
representative in the Fig. 7b. Nevertheless, the values of dimensionless response function ρ(φ) are not influenced by 
establishing of the response factors. On the other hand, the unavoidable pre-processing of experimental reflectance 
data by running average (of five neighboring values) leads to certain flattening of resulting response that could 
misrepresent the factor F estimate.  
 
             
Fig. 7. Response function ρ(φ) at several levels of external magnetization: (a) numerical model; (b) measured data. 
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The comparison of modeled to experimental out-put in the Figs 7ab exhibits expected agreement in the absolute 
value of MO-SPR effect even with the location of its minima on the angular scale. On the other hand, the 
experimental results represented by introduced response factors are less expressive; moreover, the progression of the 
factor F by increasing magnetization is quite non-linear. It is caused by chose of too reserved variant of metallic 
layers thicknesses – the obtained max(F) ≈ 0.02 is in two order less than the greatest reachable value. The numerical 
data corresponding to the graphs presented in Figs. 7a,b are summarized in the Table 1, where the linear relation 
between factor K and magnetic excitation validates ability of this factor to the detection of magnetic field change. 
5. Conclusions 
Magneto-optical effect in an Au/Fe/Au structure is enforced by plasmon excitation that implies the most 
expressive response represented by the function ρ(φ) just by fulfilling of SPR conditions. This situation turns up for 
certain combination of metallic layer thicknesses. We demonstrated using the response factor F that its maxima on 
the grid of gold layer thicknesses t1 and t3 creates a smooth line by fixed iron layer t2. In this way, an efficient 
constitution of multilayer can be designed for future applications.  
The theoretical analysis of MO-SPR response dependently on external magnetic field gives forcible results unlike 
the presented experiment. However, an introducing of the new factor K related to inflexion tangent of response 
function ρ(φ) offers promising possibility to apply discussed idea in a design of magnetic field sensing element. 
Since new version of experimental sample is in preparation, this way stays open. 
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